This special issue of Journal of Computational and Theoretical Nanoscience consists of 2 review and 12 research original papers. The increasing power of today's computers forms the basis for an increasing significance of computer simulations in all fields, from quantum mechanics to biology, processes, devices, and applications in nanoscience. This special issue was intended to share very important results in advanced simulations techniques, multiscale modeling, as well as properties and applications to various materials and device problems from the leading research groups in Republic of Korea. A large number of manuscripts were received. After going through a very strict reviewing process, 2 review and 12 research papers were selected for publication in this special issue. One review paper on nanotube oscillators presents important progresses for their properties and applications in outstanding works by means of molecular dynamics simulations. Another review paper on traveling wave photodetectors presents recent advanced model using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The contributed papers

